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1. INTRODUCTION

Let n be a bounded simply connected domain in the complex z-plane, and ( E n.
According to the Riemann mapping theorem, there exists a unique analytic function
w = F(z) that maps n onto the unit disk Iwj < 1 and satisfies F«) = 0, F'(O >
O. The determination of such a conformal mapping is of substantial practical im-
portance and several techniques such as the Bergman kernel method, Trefethen's
Schwarz-Christoffel algorithm and Syrnm's integral equation method exist for con-
structing approximations to F (cf. [2, 4]). In generating an approximate mappi~g F
by such methods, it is straightforward to check the accuracy of the modu.lus of F(z)
for z on the boundary an of n, i.e. to determine (or bound)

F;(F):= max I.lF(z)I-IF(z)11 == max IIF(z)l-ll.. (1.1)
zEBO zEBO

However, estimates for the error in thearg.ft(z), that is, bounds for

6(F) := sup largF(z) -argF(z)1 (1.2)
zEn

are far more difficult to obtain. Thus a natural question that arises (and was posed
to the authors by N. Paparnichael) is the following. -

Can one utilize a bound for F;(F) to determine an estimate for 6(F)?
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Without further assumptions on F, the answer is certainly negative. However, if
somea?ditional information is kno~ about the geometric properties of the approx-
imate F (such as the property that F (!2) is starlike with respect to the origin), then
estimates for 6(F) can indeed be determined in terms of c:(F); see Corollary 2.4.
This is one of the goals of the present paper.

In analyzing the above problem we shall study a subclass of bounded analytic
functions f in the unit disk. that is of independent interest. This class is defined as
follows.

DEFINITION 1.1 Let E = {z : Iz[< I} denote the unit disk, f(z) be analytic on E
and 8(f(E)) denote the boundary of ICE). We say that f belongs to the class GS if it
satisfies the following properties:

(a) f(O) = 0, 1'(0» 0;
~) f(z)!z f Ofor Z E E;
(c) Mf := sup{[wl : WE 8(f(E))1<oo and mf := inf{lwl : WE 8(f(E))} > O.

If f E GS, we introduce the quanti1;y

6.f:= min 1- infRehf(z), supRehf(z)-1
, zEE zEE

where
ht(z) :=zf'(z)lf(z). (1.4)

Notice that for every f E GS we have Af;::: 0 with At = 0 if and only if f(z) ==
F(O)z.

Finally for each A ;::: 0 we consider the class

GS(A):= {f : f E GS and At ~ A}. (1.5)

In Theorem 2.1 we shall show how GS(A) and the value £ from (1.1) are related to
the well-known class S of all normalized univalent functions on E. And, as one of
our main results, we obtain in Theorem 2.2 an estimate for

suplarg(f(z)lz)l, f E GS(A),
zEE

in terms of 6 and the ratio mf / M f. Section 3 is devoted to examples of the sharp-
ness of our estimates and discusses related conjectures.
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that is, those functions f that are starlike of order a. We note that S*(a) C S
and that S* := S*(O) consists of the normalized univalent functions whose range
is starlike with respect to the origin. Finally, we shall denote by S;(a) the subset of
bounded functions from S*{a), and we let s; := S;(O).

From definition (1.5) and known lower bounds for the modulus of univalent func-
tions the following two properties of the class GS(~) are immediate:

(i) GS(~l) C GS(~2) if ~1 < ~2;
(ii) S;(a) C GS(l-a); in particular, s; c GS(l).

A connection between the classes S and GS(~) and the value ~ from (1.1) is
revealed in the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.1 Let f E S and ~ E (0,00). Then the function

ftl(z):= LLrrz), r:= 1'T(1+~)-.1/2, (2.3)
i

satiSfies
I If A «)t- 11 ~ ~ fo~ KI = 1, (2.4)

I

and ~f.. <~. Furthermore, fA EGS(~). r

Proof For functions f E S, the following distortion theorems are well-known (cf.
[3, Section V.8]):

1 1if ~(Ol ?:[i+7)2" = (2- (1 + ~)-1/2)2

Since x := (1 + 6.)1/2 > 1, it is straightforward to verify that

1> (2 -x2)(2 -x-1)2,

from which it follows that
1(2 -(1 + ~)-1/2)2 > 2 -X2 = 1 ~~.

Hence, from (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain (2.4).
Next, we consider Re{zf~(z)/f~(z)}. For z E E, the second estimate in (2.5)

yields
I~ I= I.c.:£~I< ~:!J!..:l < .1+ r (? R'I

f~(z) f(rz) -1-lrzl -1-r

Since 1+,.
1-,.
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we obtain from (2.8) that

-1<~,

which completes the proof.

We now state one of our main results..

THEoREM 2.2 Let ~ E (0,00). If fE GS(~) and mf, Mf are as in Definition 1.1,
then for Z E E

~ 6.min{7r,2[(Mf fmf)l/A ~ IfI.2}, (2.9)

with equality in both estimates if and only if f (z) == l' (O)z.

.In the proof of this result we shall appeal to the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.3 Let w(z) ~ 0 be analytic in E and satisfy w(O) = 0 and Re{ w(z)} < d
in Eo Let

-1
15:= ' { >0.

InfzEERe ZW'(Z)}

Then, for Z E E,

(2.11)

ZEE.

for (2.13)ZEE.

Hence g E S;.
Next we apply a result of R. Barnard [1] which asserts that for any nonconstant

entire function ~ and any fixed z in E, the function that maximizes the quantity

Re{~(IOg¥)}
over the class of functions f E S; bounded by M has its image domain equal to the
disk {t : It I < M} minus one radial slit. In particular, for ~(s) = :!::is we have that

1 1IImw(z).[ = "ilarg(g(z)/z)1 < "imaxjarg(G(O/OI, (2.14)
u u 1<;1=1
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, /

Now let <:= eja, B(a):= arg(G(O), where a, B E
that if

-7r,7r]. 

Then it is easy to verify

lal:::; ao :=2arcsin(M-1/1, (2.1

then 8(a) = 2arcsin(Ml/2sin(a/2)); while if ao < fa] :::; 11", then 8(a) = :1:11". Since

d -M1/2cos(a/2) ..- [8(a ) -a ] ~~ -~ _
11 > 0 for la l < aoda -,[1- M sin2( a/2)Jl/2

we obtain that. for a E [-Jr,Jr]

rO(a) -al.s: Jr -2arcsin(M-l/1 = 2arccos(M-l/1.

Inequality (211) now follows from (214) and the definition of M in (212).

Proof of Theorem 2.2 Let a := ['(0) > 0 and g(z):= f(z)j z = a +"'. Then by
Definition 1.1 we have g(z) f 0 in E. Also Ijg(z) = 1ja +... is analytic in E. Since
for ( E 8(g(E)) we have

mf 5'(15 Mf,

then mf 5 a 5 Mf. If Llf = 0, then I(z) = az, Mf =mf and arg(f(z)/z) =0; thus
equaIityholds throughout in (2.9).

So suppose Llf > O. Then w(z):= log(g(z)/a) is analytic in E, w(O) = 0, and
w(z) ~ O. Furthermore, we have

IImw(z)[ = farg(f(z)/z)f, (2.17)

( Mf\ IRew(z)/ = jlogig{z)jatt< log m; I ZEE,

and
zw'(z) = [(I) -.

From (2.19) and the definition of ~f in (1.3) it follows that

~-1

and we obtain

IImw(z)\ = \arg(/{z)/z)t<2~f arccos[(mf 1M! )1/2Af],

where the strict inequali~ follows from the strict inequali~ in (2.11).
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(2.22)

To obtain the first estimate in (2.9) we shall show that the function

cp(x):= xarccos(al/x), a:= (mf/Mf)1/2 E (0,1),

is increasing for x > O. For this purpose, let y:= arccos(al/x) and

'I/J(y):=cpox(y) = (log a) I (y
) ' YE(0,7f/2).

og cosy

(2.23)

Then

loga [Y U
log2(cosy) 10 ~du < 0,

and since
tany

'<0,x'(y) = (loga) 2
log (cosy)

we have tp'(x) > 0 for x> O. Hence tp(~f) ~tp(~).
Finally, we use the inequality

arccost < min t:= al/4E (0,.1),

to deduce from (2.21) that

larg(f(z)/z)) < 2cp(~f)::; 2cp(~)< ~min{7r,2[a~2fa -1}t/2},

which completes the proof. .

As an immediate application of Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following estimate for
the argument of approximate conformal mappings that ar~ starlike.

COROLLARY 2.4 Let a be a simply connected domain bounded by the Jordan curve
f, (E n, and w = F(z) be the conformal mapping of n onto the unit disk Iwl < 1
that satisfies F(O = 0, F'(O > O. Let F(z) be analytic and univalent on n, F(O = 0,
£'(0> 0, and assume that F(n) is starlike with respect to w = o. If

IIF(z)I-11::; t:::;!, for z E f, (2.24)

then
O(F):= sup largF(z) -argF(z)1 ~ 4£1/2,

zEn
(2.25)

Proof Let f := F 0 F-1 for [wi < 1. Then f(O) = 0, 1'(0) > 0, and f(w)/I'(O) E
S; C as(I) with

Mf:$l+E., l-E.:$mf.

Hence, by (2.9) with ~ = 1, we have for1wl < 1
I ( !(W) )I . {1 ![ t+r. ] 1/2 }arg RO)W ~lIl1n 1r, 2:~-1

.

which yields (2.25).
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3. SEQUENCES OF GS FUNCTIONS

Pertaining to the sharpness of Theorem 2.2 and its application to approximate con-
formal mappings we now consider sequences {fn}i c GS\GS(O) that satisfy

n~~ M!. I m!. = 1. (3.1)

DEFINmON 3.1 The constant 15 > 0 is said to be admissible for the sequence {fn}i
if for an integer N

larg(jn(Z)/Z)jsup 6 < 00
n?;N,zEE log (MIll/mIll)

The next result asserts that <5 = 1/2 is admissible for all such sequences from
as(b.), while <5 = 1 fails to be admissible.

THEOREM 3.2 For any b. E (0,00):

(a) <5 = 1/2 is admissible for every sequence {f,,}iC as(b.)\aS(O) satisfying

(3.1).
(b) <5 = 1 is not admissible for 'power sequences " {f,,}i cas, b.t. = b. (c[. (3.6)

below) satisfying (3.1) that are generated by an arbitrary function f E as with

suplarg(f(z)/z)1 = 00.
zEE

Proof (a) Let {fn}i c GS(A)\GS(O) satisfy (3.1). From Theorem 2.2 we have

larg(fn(z)jz)j < 2A[(Mf"jmf,,)1/~ -ly/2. (3.3)

Let ~ > O. Then by (3.1) there exists an integer N such that

log(Mt../mt..) < E: for n~N

Thus from (3.3) we obtain

6.{(Mt,,/mt,,)1/~ -1}
]1/2

log(Mt,,/mt,,)

1/2

sup I arg(fn (z)/z)1 < 26,1/2 su
p1/2 -

n~N.zEE log (Mf../mf..) n~N

-1
<00,

ciA
so that 6" = 1/2 is admissible. In fact, we have shown that

limsup
{SUP larg(fn(z)/ z)]

n-oo zEE logl/2(Mfft/mfft)
:5 2~1/2.

(b) Let f E GS with
suplarg(f(z)fz)1 = 00;
zEE
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for example, J(z) = z/(l- z)i satisfies (3.5). Set M := Mt, m:= mi' For fixed tc. >
0, define the power sequence

n = 1,2,

where rn E (0,1), rn -'-t 1 as n -'-too, and

> 0,

(3.9)

From (3.10) and (3.7) it follows that

6.~f.. = .
min(a, b) mm(a,b)=~,

and so In E GS, ~f. = ~ for all n.
Next we claim that

supRe{hf(z)} = 00,
zEE

inf Re{ hf(z)} = -00,
zEE

and
(3.12)lim cn(6.) = O.

n-(X)

Indeed if (3.11) does not hold, then f!::.f < 00 and the result of Theorem 2.2 contra-
dicts assumption (3.5). Furthermore, since

inf Re{hf(z)} ~ inf Re{hf(z)} = ~oo
Izl<r. zEE

and
sup Re{hf{z)} -+ supRe{hf(z)} = 00,

Jzl<r. zEE

the claim (3.12) is obvious from definition (3.7).
Thus from (3.8) and (3.12) we have

log(Mf./mf.) -+ 0 as n-t 00,
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and so (3.1) is satisfied. Finally, from (3.9) and (3.5) we obtain for any integer N

so that <5 = 1 is not admissible for the sequence {In}.

As our final result we consider certain sequences of convex functions and func-
tions from S; (a) belonging to GS for which <5 = 1 is not admissible and we obtain
finer asymptotic estimates.

THEOREM 3.3 (a) For any A E (0,00), there exists a sequence {/n}i' c GS(A) that
satisfies (3.1) and

lim SUPzEE larg(f"(z)/z)1 < o.
"-00 log(Mf../mf..)loglog(Mf../mf..)

If i}. E (0,1], this sequence belongs to S;(l-i}.).
(b) There exists a sequence {gn}l c GS of convex functions that satisfies (3.1) and

(3.13).

Proof Let c = c(r) be a real positive function of r E(O, 1) and define

z
/'(0) :=f(z) = f(z;r):=

(1- rz)ic(r}'

Then f is analytic in E with

(3.15)

Furthermore, 10gMf = c(r)arcsinr and logmf = -c(r)arcsinr so that

log(Mf Imf) ~ 2c(r)arcsinr

Hence

lim-
r-l mf

Mf = 1 if limc(r) = O.
r-+l

(3.17)

In the proofs of (a) and (b) we shall take

c(r) := a(r)(l- r)b, (3.18)
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where a(r» 0, b>O, and limr-la(r}= a(l) ~ O. With this choice of c(r) we obtain
from (3.15) and {3.16) that

~PZEE 

larg(j(z)jz)1lim
r-llog(Mf Imf )loglog(Mf Imf)

-log(l -~)=l1m -

r-12(arcsinr)log(2c(r)arcsinr)

= _..!.Iim }~(l~) c-
7r ,-1 blog(l-r) + log(2a(r)arcsinr)

1

~

7rb

(a) Let a(r) = L\(1+ r)/r, b= 1, so that c(r) = L\(1- r2)/r, and the function f
of (3.14) becomes

Then
~
j(z)

-1= .,iz~(l- r2)

~infRe {zEE
-1 = -~.

f(z) ..

Hence 6/ ~ 6, so that f E GS(6) and f E S;(1- 6) if 6 E (0,1J. On setting fn(z)
:= f(z;rn) with rn -+ 1, the assertion of part (a) follows from (3.17) and (3.19).

(b) Let a(r) == 1, b = 4, so that c(r) = (1 ~ r)4, and the function f of (3.14) now
becomes z

f(z) = (1- rz)i(l-r)" 0 o. .

We shall show that for some roE (0,1) and rE (ro,1) we have

{ zt"(z) Re -
f'(z)

that is, we show that f(o) = f(r; 0) is a convex mapping.
For this purpose we compute

~z+

> 

-1, ZEE;

(3.24)
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tp{9)= 11- r~Pli + (ic -l)rzp'

where

",(8): = -c3r3sin{} + c2r2(2 +? -3rcos8 + 2sin2{})

+ cr[3r sin 29 -(4 + 2r1sin9] + [2r(1- cos9) + (1- r)2y. (3.26)

To show that <p is positive we replace c by (1- r)4 and utilize the estimate

111'(9) -[2r(1- cos9) + (1- r)2YI

< 9(1- r)8 + 12(1.- r)4lsin91

< 9(1- r)8 + (1- r)4~~~~
2

< 1(1- r)4 + 300(1 -r)4sin2(9/2), (3.27)

where the last inequality holds for r sufficiently close to 1, say f < r < 1. Moreover,
we can write

[2r(1- cos9) + (1- r)2y = [4rsin\9/2) + (1- r)2y

= 16r2sin4(9/2) + ~(1- r)4

+ (1- r)2sin2(9/2)[8r -300(1- r)21

+ ~(1- r)4 + 300(1 -r)4 sin2(8 /2),

which on comparison with (3.27) shows that cp(9) > 0 for r E (ro, 1), where ro > i'
is suitably chosen. Thus (3.23) holds. (We remark that it is also simple to establish
(3.23) when b> 4.)

Finally we note that since f is convex and bounded, then f E s; C GS(1) and so
gn(z):= f(z;rn), rn> ro, rn ~ 1, satisfies (3.1) and (3.13). .

It seems plausible (and is consistent with numerical experiments) that the se-
quence constructed in part (a) of the last theorem is, in a sense, asymptotically
extremal for sequences from GS(~) satisfying (3.1). Thus we make the following

equivalent conjectures.

CONJEcruRE A. For any ~E (0,00) and any sequence {fn}i E GS(~)\GS(O) sat-
isfying (3.1) there holds

inf larg(fn(z)/ z)1 > -0()l~l'zEE 
log(M t./ mt.) loglog(M tn/ mtn)

CONJECTURE B. For any sequence {gn}i such that gn is analytic in E, gn(Z) ~ 0,
g(O) = 0, an:= suPzEERegn(z) < 00, fJn:= infzEERegn(z) > -00, En:= an -fJn-+
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0 as n -+ 00, and

mill ~- infRe(zg~(z)), supRe(zg~(z))
~ zEE zEE

< jj. < 00,

there holds

CONJECTURE C. For any sequence of positive Borel measures {JLn}i on [0,271"] sat-
isfying dJLn f dO, Jo27r dJLn(B) = 271",

an : = suP.In(Z) < 00,
zEE

f3n : = inf In(z}>~oo,
zEE

211"

In(z): = [ Iogll-ei9zfdjLn(B),
Jo

with tn : = an -.8n -+0 as n -+ 00; there holds

inf .) fo21f arg(l- zei!l!!J!n(9)j > -00.
n~l.zEE En lOgE,

We remark that the equivalence of Conjectures A andB follows from the relation

( fn(z) )gn(z) = log ~'

while the equivalence of Band C can be seen from the representation
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